
GOAL: Each member to meet with their Representative 
and Senators’ offices, make 1 phone call, and write 1 

letter every semester

GOAL: Each team to publish 1 Letter to the 
Editor every semester

GOAL: 100% member completion of 
the PIH Engage Crash Course

GOAL: 100% teams screen 
“Bending the Arc” documentary

GOAL: Raise $100,000 as a network GOAL: Engage over 3,500 donors
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“My favorite memory of PIH Engage this year was when we held a call-in day to demand action for global health funding from 
our local representative, Tom Reed. Hearing all of our voices demanding action was a powerful scene that energized all of us to 

continue fighting for health equity both locally and globally.” -Diego, Cornell University TC

YEAR IN 

141
submitted the 
Crash Course

52
BtA screenings

“I am especially proud of our 
Bending the Arc Screening this 

year. Last year, our screening only 
had about 10 attendees. But this 

year, we had about 130-140 
people watch the documentary. It 
was such a great feeling to see so 

many people interested or 
impacted by the screening.” 

-Amiel, Bellaire High School TC
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raised

“No matter who or where you are, no 
matter your education level or stage of 
life, if you are passionate about health 

care, you can make a difference that has 
profound effects. This is why I joined. I did 

not want to waste a moment waiting to 
help fight injustice. I wanted to start now. 
PIH Engage not only allows this but also 
inspires and grows this drive both within 

me and within entire communities.” 
-Hailey, UT Austin TC
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